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Background

Creative economies and collaborative and transformative processes and its potential to advance sustainable development goals. This session, organized as part of the initiatives in support of the UN Creativity and Innovation Day, features practical endeavors for developed and developing countries in a range of fields spanning from Business to Academia to Non-profit organizations, hosting contributors that are change agents striving to impactful making a change beyond their respective area of competence. Film and documentary maker that track successful entrepreneurial initiatives that then can be case studies for others in the creative industries. Business entrepreneurs that act as change agents supporting initiatives of enabling cross generational initiatives from blockchain to kimono recycling entrepreneurship projects. Medical professionals that develop new medical treatments.

For more information, please visit our website at www.international-iccc.org
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Prof. Roberto Donà
“Play hard, work hard”
(Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, China)

Dr. Theodoros Dounas
“Decentralized creative economies”
(Robert Gordon University, Scotland)

Mr. Subharthi Guha
“Endless cities - a new growth model”
(Zaha Hadid Architects, England)
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“Innovation, transformation, finance and creative economies”
(Edinburgh Napier University, Scotland)
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“An individualized neoplasm decision platform on the basis of circulating tumor cell characteristics”
(Cardiologist, Germany)
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“Project fold”
(iHub at D-I-C-E Consulting, USA)

Ms. Fumiko Green
“Kimono Re-purpose Project”
(Kira Kira Association, Japan)

Dpl.Ing. Karl Wolf
“The innovation sheath”
(Liegenschaften, Germany)